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Welcome to Weblynx College
Welcome to the creative, inspiring, stimulating and satisfying world of 
professional graphic design.

The Weblynx College Graphic and Communication Design Online Course has 
been developed by trained and experienced graphic and website designers, 
professional educators and design studio managers. 

In it we share with you the cumulative knowledge and experience gained from 
sucessfully working in the design industry and education across thirty years, 
and aim to foster the creative development of aspiring graphic designers while 
providing knowledge and software application skills essential to the profession. 

We also aim to provide you with an enjoyable, practical learning experience in a 
supportive environment, mentored closely by experienced working professionals 
who value individuality and creativity. 

Building upon the foundations of our original course which was previously 
studied successfully by hundreds of students from across the globe across eight 
years through Australian College, we bring our new and upgraded version to you 
via Weblynx College, our own Online School for Design.

The Course is designed to encourage our students to tune into, embrace and 
develop their creativity with confidence. It also includes a strong skills and 
practical base to provide students with a more intensive and comprehensive 
learning experience to prepare them for the design industry. With faster feedback 
and direct and consistent contact with course mentors, we hope that our 
students never feel alone.

As well as creating this course to put something back into the industry that has 
been kind to us throughout our working lives, we aspire to make education in 
design more accessible by teaching good design online. 

In the process, we are also hoping to train the kind of designers that we admire 
and love to work with and look forward to sharing the journey with you.

Our Raison D’être 
Weblynx is an online college that has been created by practising experienced 
graphic and website designers specifically to teach graphic design and the art of 
business to individuals who wish to explore their creativity,  turn their creativity 
into a rewarding and independent career or change their professional direction.

Working closely with students, we act as mentors in a stimulating, encouraging 
and positive environment to foster and harness their creativity while providing 
accessible and fulfilling professional training and skills. 

Our  aim is to deliver to the Industry competent, confident and creative designers 
who understand software and associated technology.

Students who successfully complete our courses should graduate with sound 
designer and management skills and confidence in their ability, creativity and 
business acumen.



Our Manifesto
We love design

Design is our business and our business is design

We are the next generation of design educators…with a different structure and a 
different way of thinking  

we are WebLynx… an online school that is devoted purely to supporting and sharing the 
business of design.  

Communication is at the heart of everything we do. 

We believe that life is about fulfilling potential and we believe that happiness and 
fulfilment travel hand in hand.

We believe in creating opportunity and that opportunity is following your talent to 
where it leads you.

We are devoted to good design because we believe that good design and innovation 
make this world a better place.

We believe that young is a state of mind.

We follow our imaginations and are always thinking, always dreaming,

always problem solving.

And we embrace technology as our tool.

We believe in encouraging transparency and authenticity.

We celebrate individuality. 

We believe that creativity comes in many forms and that everyone is creative…somehow.

We also believe that learning is very personal and that people learn in different ways. 

We encourage our students to be curious and brave, 

to open their minds and hearts to new things 

and to seek out change, 

to be inspired, 

to always push the envelope 

and to dare to be different.

We encourage our students to listen and learn, 

to trust their instincts 

and to develop an eye for design,

to stand out from the crowd.

We also encourage our students to enjoy what they do and to always strive to make 
things better because 

we believe that the future belongs to those who challenge and change the present.

We will guide and support you throughout this journey. 

Our goal at WebLynx College is to make a difference and to be that difference. 



Our Aims
The philosophy and aims of Weblynx College have been laid out previously 
in our Manifesto. Our wish is to share the knowledge and experience that we 
have gained across over thirty years of working successfully in both design and 
education. 

We aim to inspire and deliver competent and creative thinkers and designers 
who understand and can apply software and associated technology. 

We work closely with our students to:

• create educational opportunity and to support students who may wish 

to explore and express their creativity and/or change their direction 

professionally

• foster the creative and personal development of our students individually in 

an encouraging, challenging, independent and flexible learning environment 

• encourage the development of sound management practices by enabling 

students to complete modules in their own time at their own pace

• enhance and develop skills in critical thinking 

• develop an appreciation of what constitutes good design and an 

understanding of the impact of good design upon individuals and society

• improve efficiency and develop skills necessary for working in visual 

communication and graphic design

• create awareness and understanding of the print industry and designing  

for print

• to inspire curiosity and develop students’ ongoing interest in research  

and design

• encourage commitment to professional and ethical practice in both design 

and business

• help students towards creating successful independent and creative careers. 

Our Courses
WebLynx College currently offers non-accredited courses in graphic design that 
foster creativity and are recognised as a professional qualification.  Developed 
against a set of designed learning outcomes based on accumulated knowledge 
and years of experience working in the Industry, our courses are designed 
specifically to train individuals equipped to fit the design industry.  Our courses 
are written with the knowledge that employers within the design industry 
inevitably base their judgements on creativity, aptitude and ability, and that when 
seeking new employees, the first thing they want to see is the portfolio.

Accredited courses, on the other hand are developed against government 
standards from either Curriculum or Training packages. This means that students 
receive a nationally recognised qualification upon successful completion. It also 
means that the risks in developing accredited courses include loss of creativity 
and individuality and reliance on a workplace for assessment. 

Regulation processes and costs involved in obtaining accreditiation are rigorous 
and may be passed on to students, which is something that we are currently 
trying to avoid.

Weblynx Advanced Diploma of  
Graphic Design
Providing a comprehensive introduction to the world of design, it focuses upon 
the development of designer skills, and also aims to educate students in the 
business of design.

This makes our course unique, because it has been written with a focus upon 
all aspects of graphic design and draws from our experience and years of hiring 
designers to work in our boutique design studio.



Our quest for ’trained’ and  ‘experienced’ graphic designers finds either designers 
who are trained traditionally in Graphic design with little experience and 
understanding of software programs OR  ‘designers’ who are more technicians 
who are quite proficient with technology and software but who demonstrate 
little knowledge and understanding of design, let alone their own creativity.  

As we keep saying, we want it all and we want to train the kind of designers that 
we love to work with.

Course Features 
Courses offered by Weblynx College are not gender specific and cater to 
creatives of all ages and in any location that supports online activity. Research 
and modules can be completed on computer, Ipad or Smart phone during spare 
time or evenings, even while travelling on public transport.

Although we require that it be completed across two years, the Course is 
specifically designed to enable students to participate and complete their 
learning at their own pace and online electronically, with quick feedback from 
mentors via our online system or by email and/or when necessary, telephone.

Course Fees and Payment
Students may enrol and make secured payments online.

Option 1 – Payment in full

Full Course: Tuition Fee = $A3250 (Annual Administration Fee = $300)

Option 2 – 5 monthly part payment

5 monthly payments of $A695 
(Full Course: Tuition Fee = $A3175 plus Annual Administration Fee = $300)

Option 3 – 10 monthly part payment

10 monthly payments of $A370 
(Full Course: Tuition Fee = $A3400 plus Annual Administration Fee = $300)

The Administration fee covers access to:

•  online tutorials from lynda.com 

• access to Adobe Creative Cloud.

Please note that our annual administration fee is levied to purely cover our costs 
in administering access to Lynda and Adobe Creative Cloud. 

We do this purely as a service to students to ensure that everyone has equal 
access to required and appropriate materials. 

You have the option to spread you fees In accordance with the payment plan 
options provided on the accompanying form. We encourage you to select 
the payment plan that works best for you, sign the form and send to WebLynx 
College. Your payment agreement must be signed and approved before you can 
enter the course and complete downloads.

We will invoice you according to the payment plan agreement and will send you 
the link when we receive your paperwork.

Students whose fee payments are not current will not be able to continue the 
course, submit assessments or receive feedback or marks.

If experiencing any financial difficulties, please talk with us early as possible and 
we will make every endeavour to assist you.

In the unlikely event that we should have to do engage a debt collector to 
recoup outstanding fees you will be liable for the cost of collection as well as all 
outstanding fees..

Facilities And Services
Online learning environment
Our online learning environment gives you access to modules and course notes, 
assessment tasks, forums and soforth, information as to where you may contact us 
and how to track your assessments and assessment feedback and/or results.



You will be provided with the login to our online learning environment.  
This is the multi-user dynamic learning environment that encourages 
engagement, productivity and peer learning. 

Forums
Student forums have been created for the benefit of all students to promote 
discussion, communication and interaction between students. As with any 
professional organisation, our expectation is that all communication between 
students on forums remain professional and positive at all times. Online chats 

Netiquette for Weblynx Forums

http://blogs.onlineeducation.touro.edu/15-rules-netiquette-online-discussion-
boards/

• To avoid repetition, before posting your question, check if anyone has asked 
it already and received a reply. 

• Check the most recent comments before you reply to an older comment, 
since the issue might have already been resolved or opinions may have 
changed.

• Be brief and stay on topic.

• Be courteous when soliciting help from or giving help to your classmates. 

• Respect the opinions of your classmates. If you feel the need to disagree, do 
so respectfully.

• Don’t write anything that sounds angry or sarcastic, even as a joke, because 
without knowing you or hearing your tone of voice, your peers might not 
realize you’re joking.

• Avoid typing in ALL CAPS! If you do, it will look like you’re SHOUTING!

• Don’t badmouth or ‘put down’ others. You may disagree with their ideas, but 
don’t mock the person. or institution.

• If you reply to a question from a fellow student, make sure that your answer is 
accurate.

• If you refer to something your classmate said earlier in the discussion, quote 
just  a few key lines from their post so that others wont have to go back to see 
which post you’re referring to.

• Be forgiving. If your classmate makes a mistake, if you find it necessary to 
point it out, be kind – we all make mistakes.

• Avoid bad language and always run a spelling and grammar check before 
posting anything to the discussion board.

• Do not post any information that you want private. Posts should not contain 
personal, identifiable information or content embarrassing to others.

If you wouldn’t do or say something in real life, don’t do it online either.

Student Welfare & Guidance Services
WebLynx College aims to support to you throughout your course and encourages 
students to engage in ongoing contact with their mentors. 

While we encourage independent learning, we also appreciate that it’s not always 
easy to learn in isolation, particularly in such a creative field and we welcome 
enquiries and discussion from students concerning their work if and when the 
need arises. 

We also encourage you to take action to address any concerns that you may 
have swiftly and to contact your mentors if you ever have any concerns or require 
assistance or confirmation that you are on the right track, that your ideas are 
sound. 

Students may seek assistance in a number of different ways depending on the 
nature of the issue.



Recognition of Prior Learning 
Weblynx College currently does not offer formal recognition of prior learning. 

We believe that learning about and applying design is a cumulative process and 
that repetition can reinforce the development of essential skills and strengthen 
the overall learning experience. 

We also believe that every life experience has the potential to contribute to our 
overall learning. 

Design is a dynamic field and we believe that keeping up with current trends 
while maintaining the skills and competency required for working with ever 
changing technology is fundamental to professionalism. 

Hopefully, anyone involved with graphic design will develop the flexibility to 
quickly embrace this ongoing learning process and appreciate the value in 
revising and reviewing design processes and software applications throughout 

their professional life. 

Course Withdrawal/Deferral
If you consider either withdrawing or deferring from your studies you will need 
to complete the Withdrawal/Deferral Form available from WebLynx College.

When this form is received we will arrange a consultation with the Academic 
Director to discuss the issues causing the withdrawal /deferral.

If this is the agreed action then you and the Administration Department will 
agree on the most suitable date for the deferral to start and finish.

During the course of this Withdrawal/Deferral process all monetary issues will be 
addressed including paying any outstanding fees.

If you withdraw or defer from the course once you have commenced aunit of 
work, you will be required to pay the full amount of fees immediately.

Refund Policy
Your your Initial application fee and annual administration fees are non-
refundable. Your enrolment deposit is non-refundable if you withdraw before you 
commence your course.

After commencement of the course if you withdraw or defer, you are required to 
pay full fees for the unit of work which you are working on.

If you have paid all of your course fees in advance and you choose to defer, your 
refund will be calculated based on your work in progress and the unit of work that 
you currently have access to.

Weblynx Advanced Diploma of  
Graphic Design
The Weblynx intensive Advanced Graphic Design course aims to deliver 
competent and creative thinkers and designers who understand and can apply 
software and associated technology. 

Providing a comprehensive introduction to the world of design, it focuses upon 
the development of designer skills, and also aims to educate students in the 
business of design.

This makes our course unique, because it has been written with a focus upon 
all aspects of graphic design and draws from our experience and years of hiring 
designers to work in our boutique design studio.

Our quest for ’trained’ and  ‘experienced’ graphic designers finds either designers 
who are trained traditionally in Graphic design with little experience and 
understanding of software programs OR  ‘designers’ who are more technicians 
who are quite proficient with technology and software but who demonstrate little 
knowledge and understanding of design, let alone their own creativity.  

As we keep saying, we want it all and we want to train the kind of designers that 
we love to work with!!



Course Summary
Weblynx Advanced Diploma of Graphic Design is set out in modules and based 
upon cumulative learning, with each module building upon knowledge gained 
from the previous ones and completed in five major sections.

Part A is an introduction to graphic design and is dedicated to the development 
of designer and layout understanding and skills. This section also introduces 
students to key software and applications.

Part B focuses on the business of design, management, and designer practice 
and ethics. Students will learn how to interact with clients, assess their 
requirements and develop strong client relationships. They will also develop a 
strong understanding of print terminology and processes, print management 
and liaising with printers.

Part C continues to develop students’ skills and focuses on applying the widely 
used designer software programs, drawing with Adobe Illustrator and image 
use and manipulation with Adobe Photoshop.

Part D is designed to help students unleash their creativity and is hopefully lots 
of fun!

Part D launches students into the specifics of design and familiarises them with 
theory and practice in wide-ranging applications normally encountered when 
working as graphic designers. 

Part E centres around the business of design, networking and obtaining work 
as a designer. Students will be guided in creating an online portfolio and in 
self-marketing, networking ,developing a resume and writing introductory and 
covering letters - ready to launch themselves into the world of design.

Introduction

Part A: Developing Designer Skills
Module 1:  Joining the World of Graphic Design

Module 2:  Layout Design Basics

Module 3:  Understanding Typography

Module 4:  Becoming a Layout Genius: Developing Professional Layouts

Module 5:  Hot Type – Creative Typography

Module 6:  Colour and Design

Part B: Thinking Like a Designer
Module 7:  Designer Practice and Process

Module 8:  Designing for Print and Print Management

Part C: Developing More Designer Skills
Module 9:  Introduction to Drawing – Illustrator Basics

Module 10:  Working with Images – Photoshop Basics

Part D: Design in Action - Unleashing Your Creativity
Module 11:  Branding and Logo Design  

Module 12:  Designing Marketing Collateral

Module 13:  The Designer as a Marketer – Designing Advertisements 

Module 14:  The Designer as a Marketer – Packaging Design

Module 15:  Creating Multi-Page Layouts 1 – Magazine Layout

Module 16:  Creating Multi-Page Layouts 2 – Designing Brochures

Part E: The Business of Design
Module 17:  Developing Your Own Brand  

Module 18:     Marketing You, The Designer


